Lecture 2: What’s new?

CSEE 4119: Computer Networks
Thursday January 19th
Welcome to Laurent, Avner, and Mathias!

Office hours on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursdays
- Soon posted on the wiki
We have a Webboard

* Piazza.com
  - Looks fast, collaborative, easy to use

* But no question and no-one enrolled 😞

* What’s going on, Class?
How many of you have a CS-account?

If you are non-cs, you should send an email to John Kazana and Bill Mc Cabe with
  - Your uni
  - Your Columbia card #

You need some access for the 1st assignment.
  - We will not answer request for setup pb asked after Jan. 26th
We are too many!

* Use to be 95, now about 110 students enrolled!

* Ok, this is not actually a real problem, but
  o “If you’re gonna go, go now”
  o There’s no max capacity, you will be able to re-enroll, so “leave at your own chosen speed”.